


Rules to be followed while giving names of database, 

Tables, Columns

1)It should be a single word.

Ex:school

2)If it contains multiple words use underscore between the 

words

Ex: Date_Of_Birth (Date Of Birth is Wrong)

3) Names can contain only alphanumeric characters and 

must begin with an alphabetic character or an underscore 

(_).

4)Database names must begin with an alphabetic character, 

and cannot begin with an underscore.



DATABASE CREATION

Syntax

CREATE DATABASE databasename;

Example:

The following SQL statement creates a database 
called “SCHOOL":

CREATE DATABASE SCHOOL;



SHOW DATABASES

The SHOW DATABASES statement is used to 

display all the existing SQL databases.

Syntax

SHOW DATABASES;



USE DATABASE

The USE DATABASE statement is used to enter 

And work on the existing SQL database.

Syntax

USE databasename;

Example

USE School;

After this command we will be able to work on the 
database school.



DROP DATABASE

The DROP DATABASE statement is used to drop

(DELETE COMPLETELY) an existing SQL database.

Syntax

DROP DATABASE databasename;

Note: Be careful before dropping a database. Deleting a 
database will result in loss of complete information 
in the database!

Example

DROP DATABASE School;



CREATE TABLE

The CREATE TABLE statement is used to create a new 

table in a database.

Syntax

CREATE TABLE table_name (

column1 datatype,

column2 datatype,

column3 datatype,

....

);



Example:

CREATE TABLE Persons (

PersonID int(8),

LastName varchar(255),

FirstName varchar(255),

Address varchar(255),

Date_of_Birth Date

);



SQL Constraints

SQL constraints are used to specify rules for the data in 

a table.

Constraints are used to limit the type of data that can go 

into a table. This ensures the accuracy and reliability of 

the data in the table.

If there is any violation between the constraint and the 

data action, the action is aborted.



The following constraints are commonly used in SQL:

SQL NOT NULL Constraint

Ensures that a column cannot have a NULL value

By default, a column can hold NULL values.

The NOT NULL constraint enforces a column to NOT 

accept NULL values.

This enforces a field to always contain a value, which 

means that you cannot insert a new record, or update a 

record without adding a value to this field.

Example: Mandatory fields cannot be empty



UNIQUE -

Ensures that all values in a column are different.

No value should be repeated .

Example:

No two students can have same admission 

number or cbse Registration number Etc.

https://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_unique.asp


Adm_No Name Address Join_DT Fee Semester Grade

1256 ADITYA B-4, DWARKA 2012-07-23 45000 I A1

5678 AMIT SEC 5, R.K PURAM 2014-06-15 35000 III B2

1425 KARINA B3/2, V.VIHAR 2013-06-22 26000 II C1

8954 BIKRAM SEC 2, PUNA 2012-03-13 75000 I A2

1789 ADITYA 123/A, MUMBAI 2014-02-17 35000 II B1

8376 GANESH 53/2, CHANDIGARH 2012-10-05 22000 III C3

2938 ARUN 11/7, CHENNAI 2012-06-24 25000 II B2

6498 TANU 117-N, DELHI 2011-05-25 32000 I A1

5420 RAJAN 56-E, AHEMADABAD 2014-02-30 44000 III B2

8567 ANITA 73/C, FARIDABAD 2012-08-22 38000 I C2

Student Table



Unique:

Look at the above table and tell me the fee amount of 

Aditya.

The question creates a ambiguity which Aditya. So in a 

Table there should be one column which has all unique

values(means all values are different).

In the above example see Admission No  which is 

different for everyone.Make sure every table have one 

such field to uniquely identify the record.

Uniqueness helps to avoid accidental duplication of 

records caused by user or computer error. 


